This month’s Patreon package, you will find the first ever PLA coin. Unless the postman stole it. But holy crap, a metal coin! Isn’t it beautiful?

It’s made of brass and is worth approximately ten Ellerbuck$. Only 200 were made, and as you know from infomercials on TV, they only go up in value. Each coin is fitted with a tiny tracking chip and a microphone, allowing us to listen to anything happening within the vicinity of the coin.

I know I said I was going to mail these out with the December Patreon packages, but the coin people were really fast at making and shipping these coins to me and I didn’t have anything better to send out in November, so Merry Early Christmas!

I also know I said I wouldn’t be mailing $5/month supporters bulky things anymore, but these coins are just too awesome to let only the $10+/month contributors have them. Don’t get too used to being nice, though.

As you probably know, these coins never could have happened without your support. It cost a lot of up-front money to have these made, which was only possible because of you. So thanks!

This will probably be the first of many cool-ass things that get made because of your support. I’ve always wanted to make colorful metal PLA keychains, but the upfront costs to have those done are insane, so it’s never happened. And of course, there’s the vinyl PLA album that should be happening soon.

My plan is to make at least one PLA coin per year from now on. I probably won’t make anymore of these 2014 coins since 2014 is almost over, but our 2015 coins are going to be even cooler and they will definitely get sexier each year.

While I think these 2014 coins are the coolest thing I’ve ever seen, there is still plenty of room for improvement on them and we’re all going to work together to make the 2015 coins even better.

And the coolest part of all this coin nonsense is the confusion they are sure to cause when I mail a few of them to the mayor of Roy, New Mexico and other important city officials there. Just imagine the hilarity of them trying to make sense of our obsession with that town.

Learn more at prankcallnation.com/pranksgiving

Pranksgiving this month!

Look how lazy I am, writing about the same thing in this column, 2 months in a row. November 28th is the beginning of Pranksgiving!

For the past 2 years now, the PCN & PLA communities have worked together to bring you a full 24 hours of annoying the crap out of people, live on the air!

Pretty much everyone you’re familiar with in the community will be there, except for Staci because she’s sick of us.

The fun will most likely start off with a show from Carlito on Thanksgiving evening, around 10pm Eastern, and should last until at least 10pm the following day.

Pranksgiving is a family event, so stock up on energy drinks, gather around the Mixer with your grandparents, siblings, and your creepy uncle, and prepare to be entertained!

Learn more at prankcallnation.com/pranksgiving
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Thanks for making all this art, Uncle Runkle, so I didn’t have to write anything for the back page. You’re the best!